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Introduction 

The biggest advantage of using robots for inspection and 

cleaning of ship’s hull is in the significant reduction of working 

time and the cost of the inspection procedures of the cargo holds 

and ship’s deck.   

This process has also its challenges. Among the most 

critical of them is the influence of the gravity, which contra-act to 

the attraction force between the robot and the hull making it weaker. 

Just a small uneven, or rust on the ferromagnetic surface, or even 

welding can cause the robot to loos attraction and drop down. The 

many cases of robots dropping down from the hull are currently the 

main barrier for the successful commercialisation of the hull 

inspection and cleaning robots. 

Another challenge to the robots is the duration of work that 

is related to the battery capacity and the dependence from the 

environmental temperature. In order to extend the working time an 

option is the robot to be powered directly by the ship’s generator. 

This on other hand cause and other problem provoked by the 

variation of the generated voltage and current frequency and the 

weight of the cables that the robot must pull. If the attraction force 

between the robot and the hull is based on electromagnets, those 

variations of the power supply can lead to dropping down.     

 

Expose  

From the mentioned above is clear that there is a need for 

development of effective robotic system for external and internal 

ship’s hull inspection and cleaning able to act also while the ship is 

in transit without the necessity the ship to be on a dry dock, or in the 

cargo hold to be assembled a scaffolder.   

In many of the cases the problem with the weak contact 

between the robots and the hull’s surface is solved by the use of 

more powerful magnets and additional support kinematics. 

According the published by the authors [2], the suspension system 

of the robots consists mainly of a couple of magnetic tracks moved 

by motor-gearbox and clutch in appropriate mechanical interface 

(Fig.1). The magnets are accommodated in special beds forming the 

links of a chain.    

 

  
Fig.1 

Such a robot, with the name MARC: Magnetic Autonomous Robotic Crawler [2] is described in the literature (Fig. 2).  

  
Fig. 2 
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The MARC robot weight relatively 50 kg and is powered by 

a battery. MARC can operate only in the cargo hold and is not 

capable to inspect the hull from outside and under the water line. 

The magnetic tracks are selected as a passive system for attraction 

with a minimal contact zone to the ferromagnetic surface. For 

generation of attraction force are used neodym magnets. These 

magnets known as NdFeB, NIB, or Neo magnets are recently the 

most used rear earth magnets. They are permanent magnets made of 

alloy that content Neodymium, Iron and Boron to the formation of 

Nd2Fe14B tetragonal crystal structure. In the case of MARC, the 

used magnets are characterised with dimensions 40x22x9 mm and 

20 kg attraction force. The traction and suspension consist of 

aluminium frame to chich are attached the motor-gearboxes and the 

magnetic tracks. The magnetic elements of the tracks are covered 

with anti-sliding material aiming to increase the friction factor 

between the hull and the tracks respectively the attraction factor. 

The MARC robot has a pair of small wheels at the rear for a bigger 

stability while going up vertically and to avoid the risk of 

overturning.  

The analysis of the existing magnetic tracks-based systems 

for ship’s hull inspection shows that, in every one of them the 

suspension system of the tracks is based on the analogy to the 

conventional tracked machines that are compressed to the surface 

by the gravity. Most of the support track’s wheels are positioned on 

the side of the track that is in contact with the hull, but during work, 

when the crack is in contact with the hull, the gravitational force 

and the weight of the robot will attempt to peel it off the surface to 

which it is attacked. This makes the track to “escape” from the 

support wheels. Other significant disadvantage of the currently 

existing robotic systems on magnetic tracks for inspection and 

maintenance of ship’s hulls is the overall geometrical shape of their 

tracks that does not allow effective use of all magnets.  From the 

existing references [1,2,3,4] is clear that the robots contact to the 

hull with not more than ¼ of their magnets. This approach requires 

the use of more powerful magnets, which on other side increase the 

overall weight of the robotc system and decrease its efficiency.  

The proposed in the article robotic system for inspection 

and cleaning of ship’s hull (having intellectual property protection 

as Utility model [8]) overcomes most of the mentioned above 

disadvantages.  

The main elements of the system are as follows: robot for 

physical transition and performance of apparatus and sensor-based 

inspection and cleaning by water and air jets relevant to 67201 B1 

robotic system for inspection of ship’s hulls [7]; Control system 

including remote control.  

 
Fig. 3 

 

On Fig. 3 is shown general view of the robotic system 1 for 

inspection and cleaning of ship’s hull and its orientation in three-

dimensional space while transferring from oner geometrical plane A 

to another geometrical plane B.   

The robot 1 is manoeuvring along the hull of the ship 

through a pair of magnetic tracks 2 coupled with motor-gears and 

four magnets with variable focus 3, each of them having a contact 

roller 4 (Fig.4) that are mounted out of the hermitized zone of the 

robot’s body. In this configuration the attraction force of the robot 

guarantees manoeuvrability along all ferromagnetic surfaces of the 

ship’s hull.     

 
Fig.4 

The magnetic tracks 2 are mounted on a pair of chain 

wheels without additional support and stabilising wheels in the 

suspension system.   

The essence of the development is in the way the robot 1 

maneuverer over the surface of the ship’s hull and transfers from 

one surface to another.  On Fig 5. Is shown the orientation of the 

magnet with variable focus 3 during normal transition of the robot 1 

along the surface A of the ship’s hull.   

 

  
Fig.5 

 

During the transfer of the robot 1 from surface A to surface 

B, as a result of the transaction of the robot 1 towards the surface B 

the roller 4 makes a contact with surface B and rotates the magnet 
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with variable focus 3 around its centre of rotation changing its 

magnetic focus from surface A to surface B. Through the change of 

the magnetic focus of the magnet 3 is change the balance of the 

attraction forces of the robot 1 towards surface A that allows it to 

make transfer towards surface B. If we accept that the magnet with 

variable focus 3 does not exist in the suspension system of the robot 

1, then during the transition of track 2 over the surface A and 

reaching a contact with surface B the attraction forces will become 

equal with the transition force and the robot 1 will not be able to 

peel of surface A and move over surface B.  The aim of the magnet 

with variable focus 3 is to change the direction of the transition 

force in a way that will allow the magnetic track 2 to peel of the 

surface A without the robot 1 to lose the overall attraction force to 

the ship’s hull. Developed in this way the necessary attraction force 

between the robot and the ferromagnetic surface gives it ability to 

overcome different in size and shape obstacles as well as to climb 

the walls of the ship’s cargo hold and the hull.   

Two prototypes of the presented system are manufactured 

that are currently in process of assessment, evaluation and 

optimisation.  

 

Conclusion 

 

  The presented in the article robotic system allows 

performance of external and internal ship’s hull inspection and 

cleaning while the ship is in transition without the necessity the 

vessel to be placed in a dry dock, or in its cargo holds to be build 

scaffolder. Building a scaffolder is not only very human resources 

and time consuming, but with high level of risk for the crew.  Our 

robot reduces significantly the time for hull management and at the 

same time its use leads to significant budget cuts. A secondary, but 

again very important benefit is the increased safety of the crew.  

The robot performs the necessary inspections according the 

rules and regulations in the marine transport. The robotic system for 

servicing ship’s hulls fulfils in full the necessity of qualitative and 

objective assessment of the hull surface and structural condition 

during certification inspection of the ships condition.      
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